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The 2018 scandal where Cambridge Analytica tampered with U.S. elections 

using targeted ad campaigns driven by illicitly collected Facebook data has 

shown us that there consequences of living in a world of technology driven by 

data. Mark Zuckerberg recently took part in a congressional hearing making the 

topic of controlling data an important discussion at even the highest level of the 

government. Alternatively we can also recognize the benefits that data has in 

terms of technology and services that are highly personalized because of data. 

There’s nothing better than a targeted ad that appears at just the right time when 

you need to make a purchase or when Spotify provides you with the perfect 

playlist for a Friday night. This leaves us torn between opposites; To reject data 

and abandon our technology returning to the proverbial stone age, or to accept 

being online all the time monitored by a vast network of sensors that feed data 

into algorithms that may know more about our habits then we do. It is the friction 

of these polar opposites that will lead us on a journey to find balance between the 

benefits and negatives of having data as part of our everyday lives. 

To help explore the negatives and positives that will occur on this journey I 

developed Data Control Box, a product that ask the question “How would you live 

in a world where you can control your data?” Found in homes and workplaces, it 

allows individuals or groups of people to control their data by placing their mobile 

devices into it’s 14x22.5x15 cm acrylic container.

Where the General Data Protect Act (GDPR) regulates and controls data after it 

Introduction
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Aleksandr Kogan released a Facebook application that collected data. (Hern & Cadwalladr, 2018) Cambridge analytica bought that data for 800,000 (Lawler 2018)
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has been produced by enforcing how “business processes that handle personal 

data must be built with data protection by design and by default, meaning that 

personal data must be stored using pseudonymisation or full anonymisation, 

and use the highest-possible privacy settings by default, so that the data is 

not available publicly without explicit consent, and cannot be used to identify 

a subject without additional information stored separately” (Wikipedia, 2018), 

Data Control Box limits personal data production through a physical barrier to 

it’s user prior to it’s creation. This physical embodiment of data control disrupts 

everyday habits when using a mobile device, which in turn of a creates the 

opportunity for reflection and questioning on what control of data is and how it 

works. For example a person using Data Control Box can still create data using a 

personal computer despite having placed their mobile device inside Data Control 

Box. Being faced with this realization reveals aspects of the larger systems that 

might not have been as apparent without Data Control Box and can serve as a 

starting point to answering the question “How would you live in a world where 

you can control your data.” To further build on this discussion people using Data 

Control Box are encouraged to share their reflections by tweeting to the hashtag 

#DataControlBox. These tweets are displayed through Data Control Box’s 1.5 inch 

OLED breakout board connected to an Arduino micro-controller. Data Control 

Box can interface with any network connected computer using a usb cord which 

also serves as a power source. The connected feature of Data Control Box allows 

units found around the world to become nodes in a real time discussion about 

the balance of data as a part of everyday life, but also serves as a collection of 

discussions that took place over time starting May of 2018.

As a designer, the deployment of Data Control Box allowed me to probe the lives 

of real people and to see how they might interact with Data Control Box but also 

their data in a day to day setting. A total of fifteen people interacted with Data 

Control Box following a single protocol that was read aloud to them beforehand. 

A number of different contexts for the deployment of Data Control Box we’re 

explored such as at home, on a desk at school and during a two hour human 

computer lecture. I collected a variety of qualitative research in the form of photos 

and informal video interviews during these deployments which I synthesized into 

the following insights that can be used by designers when considering how to 

design for the control of data but also how to design for complex subjects like 

data. This paper retraces my arrival at this final prototype sharing the findings of 

my initial research collected during desk research, initial participant activities, and 

creation of my initial prototype Data Box /01. It then closes with a deeper dive into 

the design rationale and process when building my final prototype Data Control 

Box and summarizes in greater detail insights I’ve learned from it’s deployment 

through results discussion and creative reflection.

A user of Data Control Box before going to sleep
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Methodology Breakdown

This design and development of this project took place over four and a half 

months: I selected a number of different research and design activities to help 

get myself acquainted with data and the various ways that people interact with 

it. Most of the qualitative research was collected in the form of opportunistic 

photos and video. This informal research style allowed me to casually probe my 

participants in search of interesting facts or insights while allowing the setting 

for the probing to be closer to their day to day lives. I also hoped this informality 

would minimizing the observer bias that might occur by using a laboratory testing 

setting allowing me to get closer to users in their native environment. A summary 

of the tools I used is as follows:

Desk Research

The consumption of academic papers and other reference material helped distill 

a number of high level topics which would be kept in consideration for execution 

in the design process. This also gave me an introduction to how larger service 

systems like Facebook or Google monetize data through interfaces designed to 

make that data collection more efficient.

Methodology
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Participatory Activities

I developed two participatory activities to get other people involved earlier in my 

project. This enabled me to confirm or deny whether or not insights I had been 

collected seemed relevant or useful as well as generated additional insights based 

on opinions I previously had not considered. I used three participants for both 

participatory activities so that I could collect qualitative based on the experiences 

of people who also grew in knowledge with the project. The participatory activities 

were as follows:

Mapping Session: An exploratory session where three participants drew maps of 

their experiences using assemblages of technology. This activity aimed to get an 

overview of larger systems of technology and how people interacted with them.

Lumen App: A seven day diary study aimed at shedding light on data mining 

practices a topic of debate and discussion in both the design community but also 

society.

Data Strike: A two week activity where participants refrained from data usage 

motivated by contributing hours refrained to data activism and act similar to 

brands. The goal of the activity was create a shared experience of controlling data 

production to see if it has a positive effect on the participants mentality.

Physical Prototypes

My physical prototypes we’re designed to probe the control over data through a 

physical representation. I chose physical representations because it allowed me to 

take the topic of data which is complex and often intangible and than represent it 

through an experience that people could have first hand. This process allowed me 

to elicit feedback based on interactions and experiences instead of hypothetical 

discussions. The first physical prototype Data Box /01 tried to examine people’s 

relationship to data from the perspective of power. The second Data Control Box 

prototype enabled examine and reflect data control practices through interaction 

in a specified context.
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Democratizing Data Schedule

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12 Week 13 Week 14 Week 15 Week 16 Week 17 Week 18 Week 19 Week 20

Desk Research & Reading of Academic Articles

- Numerous articles on data cconomics, platform
capitalism, fluid assemblages and data mining practices
 

Mapping Session

- 2 Sessions including 3 participants

Lumen Research Study

- 1 week deployment with 3 participants

Data Strike Activity 

- 2 week deployment with 4 participants one
participating remotely

Physical Prototyping Data Box /01

- Including time for purchase of materials
and manual construction

Data Activism Workshop Creation

- Reading of articles relating to activism, data activism

Data Activism Workshop

- Scheduled but undeployed after pivot
in design direction

Data Control Deployment & Research Review

- Including time for purchase of materials, development time,
creation of protcol and deployment with 15 people

Examination

- Summarizing the project
in it’s entirety.

Project Schedule
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Data Sharing vs. Interfaces That Conceal

During my research I read a number of academic articles that analyzed how 

modern technology is being built to work together seamlessly sharing data within 

the ecosystems of other connected technology. One such example is G Suite, 

an assemblage of cloud computing software which streamlines how data is 

shared between a number of previously independent programs. Many businesses 

and institutes including Umeå University have opted to take advantage of these 

conveniences for the positive improvements to workflow. 

The Google’s Gsuite Offerings (Visualeyezcolour, 2018)

Due to the complexity of keeping assemblage of technology like the G Suite up to 

date, there are numerous functions and updates that users is not made aware of 

during usage through a concept described as “interfaces that conceal” (Wiltse, 

2017) which hide what is happening behind services line of interaction. This 

prevent users from being burdened with any information that isn’t relevant to them 

Desk Research
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completing their task, but also results in assemblages of technologies sometimes 

appearing to have a life of their own. This is best illustrated by a mobile device 

that depletes it’s battery life overnight without the user interacting with it and 

raises questions whether the convenience having an assemblage of technology 

outweighs the lack of clarity about what the technology is actually doing. 

Scenarios like these provide another example of a complex series of decisions we 

make when interacting with our data. Essentially we have to weigh convenience 

against devices appearing to act autonomous without our consent. I find that 

between these two opposites there is room for exploration such as asking how an 

interface might directly link autonomy to convenience through it’s interface.

Data Economy vs. Automation

“Data are to this century what oil was to the last one: a driver of growth and 

change. Flows of data have created new infrastructure, new businesses, new 

monopolies, new politics and—crucially—new economics. Digital information is 

unlike any previous resource; it is extracted, refined, valued, bought and sold in 

different ways. It changes the rules for markets and it demands new approaches 

from regulators. Many a battle will be fought over who should own, and benefit 

from, data.” (The Economist, 2017) It’s not surprising why so many of the largest 

and most profitable companies are technology focused. Even Facebook’s 22 

billion dollar acquisition of WhatsApp leaves no question that there is money to 

be made in technology driven by data. (Satariano, 2016) While data appears to 

be creating jobs and new industry what will happen in a future where algorithms 

drive things like autonomous cars. When discussing a future full of self driving 

vehicles “A fleet of networked, self-driving cars could potentially learn from one 

another, passing data about new road conditions from one vehicle to the next.” 

This renders the need for human drivers of applications like Uber to be rendered 

unneeded. (Eadicicc, 2017). These articles compare the polar opposites of data 

which is both driver of economic growth while simultaneously raising questions 

about how that economic growth will be maintained. This complex situation is 

actually a recurring historical issue where the Luddites (Wikipedia, 2018) smashed 

weaving machines to help prevent technology from antiquating their jobs. The 

difference I see in a speculative future where autonomous everything exists, 

is that data driven technology could render a large number of jobs no longer 

financially viable to be fulfilled humans. This drives examination of data’s purpose, 

is it to make our lives more convenient and if so will it actually be a long term 

inconvenience. How can we navigate towards or away from that future in the most 

beneficial way to society?

Sensors for Awareness vs. Sensors For Surveillance.

The deployment of a network of embedded sensors all throughout the world 

has allowed us to see what’s happening in the world almost in real time. These 

sensors can be found in everything from automated bank machines, dash cams 

and even our mobile devices and allow us to quickly glance through recent and 

even past information like when friends and family members mark themselves 

safe on Facebook. This pervasiveness of sensors has also created an invisible 

network of surveillance where mobile devices and social media data can be used 

to pinpoint the exact location of an individual or a history of where they’ve been. 

Even retail stores are using facial recognition to learn more about their customers 

shopping habits. This network of sensors appears to have both positive and 

negative outcomes depending on your position and the context in how it is used. 

I believe the next step is defining those contexts clearly so that design can apply 

the use of data appropriately? The question is how do we uncover those contexts 

and learn from them.
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Facial recognition for retail (CBC News: The National, 2016)

A Facebook notification showing someone marking themselves as safe 
that serves as a sensor for those who view it.

Invisible Images of Surveillance (Paglan, 2018)
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The GDPR And Data Protection As A Human Rights

The European Union has opted to enforce the General Data Protection Regulation 

“a regulation in EU law on data protection and privacy for all individuals within the 

European Union and the European Economic Area. It also addresses the export of 

personal data outside the EU and EEA. The GDPR aims primarily to give control 

to citizens and residents over their personal data and to simplify the regulatory 

environment for international business by unifying the regulation within the EU.” 

(Wikipedia, 2018) This is an unprecedented step enacted by the government 

which gives people a new type of control over the data they create. Presently 

every company which I have an account with has taken time to address how they 

will follow this regulation by describing updates to their privacy policies according 

to the new rules. While this is a positive step for personal data rights, Mark 

Zuckerberg has gone on record to say that “the regulation will not be followed 

equally country to country.” (Hern, 2018) This reiterates that while some countries 

view the control of data as a right citizens should have, there will also be countries 

and systems where data will not be treated in the same fashion. How will design 

play a role in embodying the GDPR through the things it makes. Is there a set of 

design specifications that could be distributed to designers to make adhering to 

GDPR policy easier? Perhaps the GDPR will cause design to develop a new code 

of privacy ethics applied to data collecting interfaces similar to how doctors have 

the Hippocratic oath. The shifting landscape caused by this new form of control 

will cause designers to come up with tangible solutions that will become more 

present in the near future. The work towards this is just beginning and exploring 

this through research driven design feels right to begin.
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Journey Mapping Assemblages Of Technology

I conducted two mapping sessions with Umeå Institute of Design students 

exploring the topic of data in the real world through interactions with assemblages 

of technology. Assemblages of technology for the purpose of this project are any 

groupings of interfaces either software or hardware that are connected through 

data to other interfaces of software or hardware. This very loose definition is best 

illustrated by devices like mobile phones that while considered one individual 

product can contain applications from many different services providers that 

interact together in a constantly changing ecosystem. Another example would be 

Google’s G Suite of products which share information collected in a cloud system 

between individual applications. Participants drew out their experiences of data 

while interacting with assemblages of technology they encountered, discussing 

the positives and negatives during the journey. 

One insight that was reiterated during both sessions was that data allowed the 

participants to be targeted by advertising which was sometimes positive and 

other times negative. When that advertising was appropriate it was welcomed as a 

convenience such as when Facebook showed them a product they we’re already 

considering purchasing. 

When the advertising was inappropriate it was inconvenient and unwanted. 

Another similar example shared by a participant reflected on how his Swedish 

Personal Number, used by the government to conveniently allowed him to

Participatory Activities
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An example of an advertisement I received during this project. I don’t want 
to be shown advertisements about Samsung in my Facebook feed just 
because I’m friends with someone who likes Samsung. I also don’t want 
to targeted by location and be shown Zlatan Ibrahimovic just because I 
currently happen to be living in Sweden.

The mapping summarizing experiences two participants had with their personal number
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automatically update information about his permanent residence during medical 

visits, but also allowed advertisers to send him unwanted direct mail advertising.

Lumen App Study

Data has become common place as part of the mobile experience. This gives us 

access to a endless amount of information anywhere at anytime. “For example, 

for a traveler lost in an unfamiliar city, mapping data sent to the traveler’s cell 

phone may be of very high value for one use.” (Short J & Todd S, 2017). As a 

part of this experience mobile devices are also generating endless amounts of 

information about us. This is often explained by service providers as a process 

to improve the quality of the service or to produce new concepts based on 

needs they find unmet through current offerings. The downside of this process 

is that it is often it is unclear to users what type of data is being collected and 

why. This in turns leads to issues such as the Cambridge Analytica scandal 

that while an extreme example, has prompted a congressional hearing where 

many high ranking government officials spoke about the unclear and often unfair 

data collection practices that some companies partake in. While there is much 

research about how data is leaked and why data mining is an unfair practice, I 

wanted to gain firsthand insights about how real people felt about their data being 

mined. Utilizing an application called Lumen App which reveals privacy violations 

in the form of data leaks I developed a seven day diary study where three 

participants were asked to pick the same time once a day to view Lumen App and 

answer a questions related to the data that their phones we’re leaking to service 

providers. Responses to the questions we’re filled out in the form of a Google 

Documents sheet and submitted directly to me through my Google Drive account. 

Following the completion of the study I sat and reviewed the responses with the 

participants.

Lumen App’s Website Description: “Your phone hosts a rich array of information 

about you and your activities. This includes a range of identifiers, location data 

and even your contacts list. Often time, apps collect such privacy-sensitive 

information and share it with third parties such as ad networks and analytics 

services without your consent for advertising and tracking purposes.”  Any mobile 

user can benefit from and contribute to the ICSI Haystack project by installing 

our mobile app. In its current version, the Lumen app exposes to users detailed 

information about the hidden behavior of their mobile apps, with whom they talk 

to and if they do it securely (i.e., if they use encrypted protocols as HTTPS). ICSI 

does not collect any personal information about you or about your device for our 

studies; your personal information remains in your phone. The goal is to enable 

mechanisms that would help users to exercise control over how and to who their 

private information is exfiltrated.” (Vallina-Rodriguez, 2015)

My choice to use Lumen App for the study came out of it’s robust set of interface 

tools including quantified information about data collection, risk level and the type 

of information that was being collected. This meant I didn’t have to recreate the 

wheel when trying to figure out how to expose people to their data leaks. This 

reduced the time it took to build and implement the study while still returning 

plenty of research material for discussion through the spreadsheets I received 

back. The protocol I designed used questions to guide the participant through the 

use of different features within Lumen App which each explained how their data 

was being leaked in a different visualization or written language. I also wanted 

to leave the participants with enough room to explore the interface according to 

the type of data leaks they felt we’re relevant to them. After completing the study 

the three participants were then asked to reflect on their experiences during an 

informal debriefing interview. Answers to the questions were collected in the form 

of video’s.
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Lumen App (Vallina-Rodriguez, 2015)
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Lumen Data Collection Instructions: 
Pick the same time once a day to view Lumen Application and answer the following 
questions. If you wish to view and record answers to these questions through video or 
screen shots then once a day feel free to. Also make sure Lumen Application monitoring 
state is on is set to on. 
 
Add the date: 3-6-2018 
Write the time: 8:05pm 
 
Step 1: View the leaks tab and browse your the detected privacy 
leaks list. 

 
 
 
Is there anything that stands today about the leaks tab and if so why or why not? 

- Couple of high risk items 
 
Open at least one of the items in the leaks tab that stands out to you explore the information 
provided. What do you think about the information you see now? 

- About what I expected. My username is shared, along with my device ID 
 
How does this list make you feel? 

- Initially unnerved by the “High Risk” warning, but after looking at it, it is about what I 
expected. Annoyed about the description about “track you uniquely across platforms, 
as when you are surfing the web”. Only app doing this is the Hipmunk app, a travel 
search engine. I barely use it so I’ll probably uninstall it 

Participant S viewing Lumen AppProtocol for using Lumen App
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Study Questions Day 1 -  March 6th, 2018, 22:30 Notes Day 2 - March 7th, 2018, 23:50 Notes Day 3 -  March 8th, 20:30 Notes Day 4 - March 9th, 2018 Notes Day 5 - March 10th, 2018 Notes Day 6 - March 11th, 2018 Notes Day 7 March 13th, 2018 Notes

Step 1: View the leaks tab 
and browse your the 
detected privacy leaks list:

Is there anything that stands 
today about the leaks tab and if 
so why or why not?

There are only two leaks:
1) Device Model
2) Build Fingerprint

Both leaks are by the app - Whatsapp and of low 
risk. Although the first one is understandable, it’s 
letting the app know my device model probably to 
allow for specific settings or to use screen size 
related assets. I’m not sure what build fingerprint is?

In contrast to yesterday, I can see multiple high risk 
leaks.
Device fingerprint, serial no, MAC address, and 
many more. A lot of them are leaked to google 
backup transport. A quick search tells me that this is 
for the app data backup to be used when my phone 
is reset and I’d like to restore apps and the data in 
them. The MAC address leak really stands out as 
from past conversations or some basic knowledge, I 
know that if someone gets hold of my MAC address, 
they can hack into my system or misuse it. A 
response from quora says that my mac address can 
be misused for these:
https://www.quora.com/What-can-a-hacker-do-with-
an-MAC-addres

There is no change in the leaks from yesterday. So 
nothing particularly new stands out. Almost all the 
leaks, rather than being by apps, they are by ‘google 
backup transport’.

Same leaks as the day before. Looking 
into some of the ones that I haven’t 
opened, a leak from ‘installed apps’ - that 
apps may monitor which other apps I am 
using seemed to stand out. Why would 
apps be concerned with what other apps I 
might be using? Again, I do not seem to 
remember it asking for such a permission.

Nothing really, the leaks are exactly same as the last 
2 days

same Same as yesterday

Open at least one of the items in 
the leaks tab that stands out to 
you explore the information 
provided. What do you think 
about the information you see 
now?

On opening the build fingerprint item, it says leaked 
value is an alphanumeric code. But what’s surprising 
is that it says this combined with other leaks can 
reveal things about my personality, taste, 
wealthiness and your demographics. Sounds quite 
extreme - wealthiness? But I’m curious to know how 
this is can contain all that information. 

Mac address Wlan0
This is being leaked by google backup transport. 
Since a Mac addresses are unique so it means that I 
can be identified uniquely for tracking/ advertising, 
surveillance. It even says app may not request for 
permission to leak this information O_o
I wonder what google is backing up my MAC address 
for? Since it is mainly used when connecting to a 
network and identifying my device on that network.
Do grant permission for this or is it just part and 
parcel of using an android system.

Another one thats unusual is Operator name - which 
is being leaked by instagram. I understand better 
now, why I get ads about my service provider on 
instagram.

Serial Number - High Risk
This seems to be by IMEI no. (International Mobile 
Equipment Identity or IMEI is a number)
...leaking this information can ease online tracking 
and surveillance when data is sent over insecure 
protocols like http. It even says apps do not require 
any permissions to read and leak this unique 
identifier.  Why do apps need to access my IMEI no. 
is the question that pops up in my head. A quick 
search later: Many apps use the IMEI for analytics 
purposes, for example counting users. Most tools like 
Google Analytics or Flurry need a unique ID per 
phone, so the IMEI fits quite well.

It's often used to identify the unique phone, but often 
this is actually quite a bad idea. Most apps would be 
better off identifying you as a user, who can use 
multiple different devices on one account. - 
Interesting!

https://android.stackexchange.
com/questions/17765/why-does-an-app-read-my-
phones-imei-number-an-awful-lot-of-them-do

I don’t know which apps has this 
information been leaked to, but it says 
information about me using whatsapp and 
reddit seem to be leaked. What value 
does that give other apps I am not sure. 
Specially with reddit, as I am not signed 
into it, so no data can really be collected. 

Any data leaked is either used for analytics, or to 
create a virtual profile of me to target ads

Trying to draw some conclusion from the date and 
no. of times of the leak. But can’t figure out a pattern. 
The leaks seem to have happened on alternate days.

Empty

How does this list make you 
feel?

Doesn’t quite bother me. Also if I am to trust this app, 
and it says low risk, I’d take that at face value. I 
wouldn’t really believe that statement and that it can 
reveal all that information about me. I know my 
phone doesn’t contain all that information and so 
there is no way for it to be really leaked. I just 
realised it’s probably a generic statement, cause I 
noticed it says the same thing for the device model 
leak. I am also surprised that facebook is not on that 
list.

There are many high risk items today and  I hope or 
assume google encrypts the data it is backing up and 
or has secure storage. Is this information just being 
leaked for google’s internal purposes or google 
shares these details with third party operators? If it’s 
just a backup of my system and is secure, I wouldn’t 
be so worried. If it wasn’t, I’d be bothered by the fact. 
But again, even if I had a choice, I don’t think google 
would ask me up front and allow me to select. It’d 
probably be buried in fine print and I’d just be 
pressing the accept button. 

As long as it’s not being misused and against me, I’m 
alright. I also think the information is can appear to 
be technical, making you not understand it fully or the 
severity of the leak. 

Although this leak is just about letting apps know, 
what other apps I am using, but when is comes to 
personal messaging apps and any leaks associated 
with it, I’d be quite vary of it. My personal data is my 
personal business.

Having observed these leaks for the passed few 
days, I think you realise that there is not anything you 
could really do. If you wanted to use google services, 
or messaging/ networking apps, you either have to 
accept it or not use these apps. 

empty Empty

Step 2: Press the top 
trackers button (If available).

Is there anything that stands out 
today about your top trackers 
and if so why or why not?

Not Available Not Available N/A N/a n/a n/a n/a

How does this graph make you feel?Not Available Not Available N/A n/a n/a n/a n/a

Step 3: Press the top 
trackers button (If available).

Is there anything that stands out 
today about your top trackers 
and if so why or why not?

Not really, was initially surprised to see inVision, 
weather app, google translate app on the list of 
monitored apps, but on reflection I could see that say 
my location can be leaked by the weather app, 
inVision my leak the files and so on.

Today, I can see the banking apps I mentioned 
yesterday. My BankID and SEB apps

Nothing different from yesterday. Same set of apps 
listed as being monitored. One app I may not have 
noticed yesterday is ‘App Detox’. It’s not really an 
app that you open and use, rather works in the 
background to restrict me from spending too much 
time on particular apps (reddit, instagram). I was 
wondering why does this app is a suspect of leaking 
info, its just a timer app? On opening it, the domain it 
lists is ‘crashlytics.com’. I guess that speaks for itself.

I see a new app - Kaspersky Internet Security (I’ve 
had this app, but it did not show up in the past days) 
The app in itself should be helping stop data leaks or 
any infringements. 

Same apps being monitored as yesterday Same 28 apps being monitored same as yesterday

Open at least one of the items in 
the leaks tab that stands out to 
you explore the information 
provided. What do you think 
about the information you see 
now?

- Opened facebook. Nothing that really stands out. 
Says there are two domains - one of course is 
facebook.com but wondering about the other one 
fbcdn.net
- I’m not sure what flows means but the number just 
seems unusually high, considering I barely used the 
facebook app today

SEB
There is a list of domains. I guess the app connects 
to these domains in the back end? I opened a 
domain that shows that 30% of the app traffic is 
going to Flurry analytics. Flurry is a mobile analytics, 
monetization, and advertising company The 
company develops and markets a platform for 
analyzing consumer interactions with mobile 
applications, solutions for marketers to advertise in-
apps, as well as a service for applying monetization 
structures to mobile apps. I haven’t check all the 
other domains as this stood out the most and 
showed service popularity as high. I wish I could get 
more information, that is specific to my case to what 
information of mine is shared with these companies. 

Empty I can’t really gather any insights from the domain 
names, as they are numbers. I can only assume it 
does it jobs, no feedback of whether it does or doesn’
t.

Opening the domains, I have the ability to block 
access to that domain. I wonder if this affects the day 
to day usage or running of the app. But it gives me 
back certain level of control to stop those leaks.

empty empty

How does this list make you 
feel?

I feel alright with the apps it is monitoring, but find it 
unusual it’s not tracking the high risk apps like 
banking, airline app, apps through which I make 
payments, or put my credit card details. I’d be more 
worried about leaks on this than leaking my location.

I have no control over any of this or feel I do not have 
a say in the matter as to what happens to my 
information. It didn't show up in the leaked section, 
so maybe it’s ok. 

No particular feeling. These are the apps that lumen 
is monitoring for me. Some of them seem of quite low 
priority to me, to be monitored, but maybe lumen 
considers them based on the set of permissions they 
have requested etc. That information could be 
interesting for me as a user to be aware of what I am 
giving permissions to, not necessary leaked.

It’s like a monitoring app being monitored, an 
interesting case. Nothing in particular as it’s just 
being monitored, would be concerned if it showed up 
in leaks section.28

For me to really do something to insure my data is 
secured, I’d need to understand things. Until then I 
feel I would just accept the state of things. 

empty empty

Step 4: Review the total 
number of flows, leaky flows 
and trackers in the Apps tab.

Did the numbers change since 
yesterday?

Today is the first day
Apps - 20
Flows - 162
Trackers - 6

Yes
Apps - 27
Flows - 1050
Trackers - 17

Not really, almost the same
Apps - 27
Flows - 1209
Trackers - 20

Just the additional Kaspersky app and some 
increased flows.
But not drastically different

Marginally different in flows, rest is the same no change empty

How does that make you feel?

Overall flows don’t feel alarmingly high. Just that 
some apps I didn't even open today, have flows. So 
is it running some background activity? But again, 
those apps don't show any leaks either, so I wouldn’t 
be concerned.

Not sure what flows are. But today they feel quite 
high. Is a flow every single transaction. Like any 
packet of information that is sent back and forth? 
They seem high today. I did not use the SEB app, so 
again I wonder how does it have 15 flows? 
Kinda scary to wonder if it’s being used in the 
background?! Again cause it's a banking app and 
one that should have high security.

Today maybe the flows don’t feel high, they might 
just be the regular amount of flows in a days usage. 
Since they are almost same as yesterdays. How 
many flows are based on my interactions and how 
many are background flows that I am not aware 
about is something that would be of greater value to 
me.

No particular feeling Empty empty epmty

Step 5: Review the traffic tab.

Did the numbers change since 
yesterday?

Did the numbers change since yesterday?
HTTPS (TCP) - 99.3%
Other - 0.7%

No, only by 0.1%
But analysed traffic volume is 283MB! 

Nope the same as yesterday - 99.4% traffic on https No change, exactly the same. No difference no change same as yesterday

How does that make you feel? I’m assuming almost all my data traffic was flowing in 
an encrypted secure manner. Feel rather safe and 
not being betrayed by any of the apps I have on my 
phone. Traffic volume is also low. I guess, 

That seems a lot! It would be good to know the 
breakdown of that traffic volume.
Ads and analytics traffic overhead is 0.1% so feel 
secure and also about information is going over 
secure/ encrypted lines. 
1148 connection also seem high? But what are these 
connections.

Feels good to know data is flowing on a secured line Empty empty empty empty

Step 6: Share any additional 
thoughts you have about 
today

What kinds of data do you think 
were leaked?

I just didn’t use my phone too much today. Also the 
time between setting up this app and filling out today’
s log may not have allowed the app to really analyse 
all the data being leaked. Filling out this last 
question, I refreshed the leaks and also having used 
my phone in between, it’s starting to show more 
leaks things like my gmail address and even my time 
zone for instance. Assuming google’s interconnected 
system or it just being an android phone setup with 
my gmail account - that in itself seems to be 
information being leaked or shared. The data leaked 
today is mostly information about my device info for 
apps and email accounts like gmail/outlook - this to 
request for permissions for online services.

App data, device serial codes and address, name 
and email

Device fingerprint, device serial, Mac add., account 
details (mail)

The same as the past two days.. The same as the previous days same same as yesterday

From your perspective what do 
you think that is data leaked 
from your phone will be used 
for?

Nothing really critical  seems to be leaked so far and 
therefore the information will mainly be used for 
setting up apps for my device, using the appropriate 
assets for the resolution etc. and getting permissions 
from google etc. 

The main one from Google backup transport, I hope 
is used for just backing up my data and content and 
nothing else. I am not sure how much to trust what 
google is doing with it. Should I give them the benefit 
of doubt?

Backup and analytics? Almost all of them keep stating - google backup 
transport.

Same reasons as stated on previous days - ads, 
analytics, bug fixing, identity verification

same same

Is there anything else you want 
to mention?

Empty If I see all this information, technical terms, to make 
better sense of it, I would like to know what it is, what 
is it doing etc.

Nothing particular today. I wonder if the others have the same leaks as me or 
experience no change in there data?

empty empty empty

Lumen App response spreadsheet
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where they looked at controlling the data they created and consumed through the 

use of these platforms. Each participant picked an online software or technology 

that produces data and refrained from using it three times a week for one month. 

Each of the three times they refrained required them to select how long they 

would refrain from data creation for. Increments of time were one hour, eight 

hours and twenty-four hours. To give the activity context participants were told 

they would be advocating how participants could be involved in the control of 

how data is used and to create awareness data transparency, and how current 

data practices violate privacy rights. Participants filled in the actual number of 

hours they refrained from creating data into a Google Drive spreadsheet along 

with some thoughts on how the week went. Through continued refraining over the 

course of two weeks all of the participants at one point that once they got used to 

no longer using a certain applications they realized how addicted they we’re. One 

participant even went to discuss her feelings in detail:

“No conscious unusage of software. However, these weeks made me more 

conscious about the time I spend using this type of software unnecessarily. I feel I 

don’t know what to do when I’m bored so I go into fb (Facebook), insta (Instagram) 

or whatever without thinking about what else I could do. I guess this process 

has allowed me to realize about it, it might not be your idea, Shigeo, with this 

process though. We are creating persons that do not know how to spend time or 

get bored, that we want everything fast and now and do not know to be patient. 

Moreover we don’t realize how the information we generate is interesting for the 

companies, how controlled we are or what the hell they do with it.” - Participant E, 

Spain.

This study reiterated a growing sentiment that while mobile devices and content 

platform provide connectedness and entertainment which has positive value, it 

While not surprisingly there were many discussions about the ethical practices 

that certain companies took with the use of personal data, I observed an 

interesting trend in the spreadsheets: All three participants had less to say about 

their leaks as the continued for seven days. One specifically mentioned that:

“I accept that my data is being mined and that there was nothing that I can do 

about it.” - Participant B, Umeå.

This drew attention the fact that while mobile devices conveniently give us access 

to vast amounts information everywhere, there is an accepted aspect of learned 

helplessness when it becomes apparent that the same mobile devices are also 

sharing private information about us that we may not be aware if. This sheds 

some light on why people are choosing to continue using their mobile devices 

regardless of the negative consequences. As a designer I believe we should look 

for a third option that has a better outcome. 

Data Strike

We live in more connected world thanks to applications such as Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter and with content consumption platforms like Youtube there’s 

also no end to the user generated content available for consumed entertainment. 

One can scroll endlessly through a friends Facebook feed to see what they’ve 

been up to, or spend hours watching Youtube videos of your favorite content 

creator. The days of being bored are gone with the ability to watch user generated 

content from around the world.

Exploring the opposite ends of that spectrum I re-engaged my original three 

participants and one additional participant co-located in Spain in a new study 
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Data Strike spreadsheet with user feedback.
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also has consequences in the form of addiction to that same connectedness. 

While I believe that this already widely discussed knowledge and a topic of much 

scientific research and debate it should still be discussed as part of the design of 

data. Specifically many digital interfaces are intentionally crafted to drive recurring 

behaviour intentionally and it would be interesting to examine if designers take into 

account the positive benefits of driving recurring behaviour weighed against the 

negative aspects such as smartphone addiction.

Initial Research Conclusion

After reviewing all the insights and points I reviewed during the research phase 

found myself torn when observing the consequence of data in the real world. On 

one hand data has many positive effects on a personal and societal level. On the 

other hand data also has just as many negatives on the personal and societal 

level.

Immediately it became clear that there are two simply solutions to the end of the 

problem that exist already: One could throw away one’s technology and go off the 

grid to live an antiquated way of living. This would of course mean losing out on 

many of the positives that I discussed during my research phase. Alternatively one 

could also completely embrace all aspects of technology and data agreeing to all 

terms of service without any further consideration. While a simplistic solution this 

also doesn’t feel like an ideal way to live with data.

Instead most people will want to find balance or as the Swedish say the “Logom” 

of data in day to day life. Finding this balance is however is very nuanced, 

complicated and a very messy process and requires viewing it from a systemic 

perspective. Luckily design excels at making complicated and often difficult 

situations easier to understandable and even actionable. Therefore I sought out 

how to find that Goldilocks sweet spot when it comes to how people would want 

to control our data which was embodied through the experiential prototypes Data 

Box /01 and a subsequent revision called Data Control Box. These prototypes 

were released into the wild and helped me observe how real people interacted 

with data and navigated the positives and negatives and allowed me to collect 

qualitative research on how the experience could be improved data based on 

those circumstances they perceived.

Designing for data complexity
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Physical Prototyping Initial Prototype: Data Box /01

Data Box /01 was the first prototype I created and was designed to be an 

interactive installation and literal embodiment experiencing power to control data. 

It was not an academic exploration of power say through a Marxist lens, but 

instead aims to explore power through a physical medium of control. By placing 

a data enabled smartphone into the Data Box /01 participants were asked to 

boycott present day laws and practices regarding data mining through refraining 

in data creation. Once a device is placed into Data Box /01 it is locked which I 

intended to give participants time to reflect on the balance of power within the 

current system of data laws. I had hoped to get people to focus on two different 

perspectives on the power to control data: One from those who control data and 

thus control power. The other the perspective on the data activist fighting to gain 

control or power over data. I felt bringing activism into the design would motivate 

people to participate further in the debate for control of data and I hoped to 

observe how that might occur.

Viewed From The Perspective Of Those Who Have The 
Power Over Data:

Data Box /01’s lock represent the way the government and businesses are 

the ones who force us to follow the rules and regulations they dictate on how 

we can access our data. Once the data is literally taken it cannot be released 
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without the power or stick to release it. Placing a smartphone into the Data Box 

represent how companies and businesses forcibly quantify and commoditized 

people against our will. Another notion that Data Box makes clear is that while we 

understand data exists only those with power are the ones who can understand 

how it works. For those who don’t have this power you can only view data as a 

concept to be viewed and discussed on a pedestal. The smartphone or data is no 

longer a tool but a thing to be gazed upon. Many of us can barely survive without 

our smartphones and by locking Data Box the viewer must reflect on addictions 

power to control groups of people.

Viewed From The Perspective Of Trying Generate Interest 
In Data Activism

When many phones are put into the box together it solidarity representing the 

community of activists willing to boycott current data laws changed. Whether Data 

Box is empty or full speaks on this concept. Data Box also allows us to see that at 

any point any we individually or as a group have the power smash the box in order 

to gain access to our data. The more people there are however the easier that 

process will be.   Data Box is intentionally transparent advocating a shift in the 

power and a shared understand data practices and laws. 

Inconclusive Results

The creation of Data Box /01 was an attempt to take mix elements of activism and 

design into one prototype. It was an attempt to utilize research through design to 

find the right direction to take my thesis overall. In the end however Data Box /01 

achieved to garner any usable data as people did not actively want to engage with Data Box /01 with three mobile phones in it.
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Data Box /01 nor could they understand what purpose it served. The reason for 

this lackluster engagement is likely attributed to what Bill Buxton explains is the 

difference between Sketches and Prototypes in interaction or experience design. 

(Buxton, 2007)

Sketching Vs. Prototypes

Reflecting on Bill Buxton’s table on the difference between sketches and 

prototypes Data Box /01 was designed to invite people into the concept of 

activism. This was embodied through its name, it’s transparent physical features 

and physical locking mechanism in it’s design. These features alone did not 

provide enough explanation as to why engaging with Data Box /01 was an 

important experience. This resulted in ambiguous interaction that felt unguided. 

When began considering that I used no guided protocol when interacting with 

Data Box /01 it left very little room for personal reflection on why a participant 

should use the prototype. Regarding placing the phone into Data Box /01, the 

result was statements like “So what did that achieve?” In the end this felt more like 

an artist sketch of a design instead of a fully fleshed out prototype that proposed 

a possible future interaction that a could actually take place. Even the manually 

execution of Data Box /01 which felt like it was assembled by random parts 

available looked more like a sketch then a real product.

Essentially Data Box /01 failed to achieve “What Houde and Hill call the look and 

feel of a product or system, that is the concrete sensory experience of using an 

artifact — what the user looks at, feels and hears while using it.” (Buchenau & 

Fulton Suri, 2000) It also failed to establish “The functions that an artifact serves 

in a user’s life — the way in which it is useful to them.” (Buchenau & Fulton Suri, 

2000) To address these concerns and shift my initial attempt at a prototype from 

sketch into a full fledged prototype I created a new version of Data Box /01 called 

Data Control Box.

Final Prototype: Data Control Box

Embodying all the key insights gained from the failed deployment of the first 

prototype, I developed a second and final prototype Data Control Box that refined 

many of the product design decisions used to physical aspects of the prototype. 

The context of the interaction is also further explained to users by presenting with 

a protocol that discusses issues like privacy and anonymity and then guides them 

through the experience by asking them to test Data Control Box for minimum 

duration of 1 hour and then reflect on what features might be missing from the 

Distinguishing Sketches From Prototypes According To Intent (Buxton, 
2007)
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Data Control Box installed on a desk
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prototype and should be built to improve the experience. This allows Data Control 

Box to live alongside a participant with a more defined context and allows for 

collection of qualitative research that highlights how real people navigate the 

positive and negative aspects of data in day to day life. I will further outline the 

design decisions I made when creating Data Control Box in detail in the following 

sections.

Inspiration From Proxy Control Artifacts

Data Control Box’s form is inspired from artifacts such as baskets or containers 

found in classrooms or homes that function as proxies enforcing the control of 

smartphones and thus also control over data. For example when a teacher forces 

a student to put their phone into a basket during classroom hours or when family 

choose not to have mobile phones at the dinner table. These proxy artifacts likely 

came into existence as a way to combat the rise in data addiction encountered 

as an insight through my research phase and help illustrate a growing need 

for control over data, even if it’s achieved through a physical means. They also 

provide an interesting perspective on the social psychology and power dynamics 

of what appropriate mobile device behaviour is in the context social gatherings. 

I try to play on these insights by taking the physical form factor of these proxy 

objects and then presenting it to participants as a tool they can use to exert 

power or control over their data. This then creates the opportunity to ask them to 

how they would use that tool, and what for and to what degree would they exert 

that power.

Case Construction 

The two Data Control Boxes I built we’re created using IKEA Björnarp 

14x22.5x15cm display cases. The display cases are made acrylic plastic with 

brass fittings mounts that can be used as feet or used for fastening the case to 

the wall. The display cases were modified by laser cutting into one of the side 

panels to allow for custom mounting of electronics with a very precise level of 

precision and accuracy enabling both units I created to visually look consistent. 

I chose a prefabricated product in hopes of reducing the cognitive dissonance 

when thinking about Data Control Box as a person could find in their home or 

Cellphone box. (Todd, 2017)
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The original unmodified Björnarp being shown for its intended use. (IKEA, 2018)

Laser cutting required a secondary acrylic plate be placed behind the box face that as being cut to prevent 
damaging the opposite wall.
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office. I also opted to use the laser cutter instead of manual drilling to clean up 

mounting and customization features which further refined the execution of the 

end design.

Display and Interface Components

The connected feature of Data Control box uses a 16-bit Color 1.5” OLED 

Breakout Board built by Adafruit to display of tweets to those viewing Data 

Control Box. External mounting was intentionally selected to keep most of the 

electronics exposed to allow users the ability to customize Data Control Box. 

This feature while completed was not discussed with participants as disassembly 

and recoding of the Arduino would have been too timely of an exploration during 

this project. External mounting of the display and hardware was also intentionally 

chosen to give the aesthetic feeling of having sensors monitoring the device 

within, similar to a the nodes connected to a heart monitor.

Three buttons mounted next to the OLED display are used to control what 

information is displayed through the interface. The left most larger button changes 

the display between tweets for the present day one or seven days into the past. 

The two other buttons cycle forward and back through the available tweets. These 

are connected to an Arduino board used to output the interactions to processing.

OLED Breakout Board (Adafruit, 2018)

Three control buttons connected to the display
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Coding

I wrote the code for a processing program to support the interactive aspects of 

Data Control Box. Processing uses Twitter4js (Twitter4js, 2018) to scrape and 

then store tweets collected from the #DataControlBox hashtag and then displays 

them using a serial connection with the OLED display. If no input is given the 

program will cycle all the available stored tweets collected for the day or week 

refreshing the available Tweets one every 60 seconds. Displaying by the one and 

three days was coded by selecting certain date ranges and is recalculated once 

a every twenty-four hours. I had originally intended the range of Tweets to include 

going back thirty days from the present date but Twitter4js indexes tweets for a 

maximum of nine days so I selected a maximum range that would fit this technical 

limitation. 

Designed For Rapid Deployment

The design of Data Control Box was to be small compact units that could 

intentionally be deploy in a variety of contexts such as home, school and during 

events like lectures. Most often data control box resided on the desks of Umeå 

Institute of Design student’s but also found its way into some classrooms and 

homes. Once deployed I walked the participant through my protocol and left Data 

Control Box with them. Once the study was complete I collected Data Control Box 

and conducted a post study interview. Participants and locations were as follows:

- Four participants tested Data Control Box on their desk and tested it for One 

hour.

- Three of those participants we’re my research participants that were reused 

during all of the studies during my thesis. One of those participants was 

completely new to being part of my studies.

- Two of the original three participants also kept Data Control Box on their desk 

for four days.

- One of the original three participants took Data Control Box home overnight.

- Five participants tested Data Control Box for one and a half hours during a 

lecture as Slipperiet with second or third students from the Umeå Bachelor of 

Human Computer Interaction program.

- Three participants tested Data Control Box as a group for one and a half 

Pretesting the hardware and software ensured that interactive functionality and mathematical 
calendar calculations worked before committing to the installing on the display cases.
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hours.

Deployment With Multiple Units

To ensure the co-located aspects of the experience we’re best illustrated, two 

Data Control Boxes were created allowing for testing with multiple users at one 

time. Ideally it would have been better to have between three or more units to truly 

embody the experience en mass but due to time and budget constraints this was 

not achievable.

Protocol Design

I made a number of conscious decisions when I designed Data Control Boxes 

research protocol to intentionally draw attention to the existence of data in day to 

day life but also engage people in reflecting on how they might control it. I created 

a personal back story of working for a tech company also helped participants 

Introduction 
Hello my name is Shigeo and I work for a technology startup specializing in data privacy 
tools. We think future luxury living is all about privacy and anonymity. The idea for the 
company started when the founders decided they were sick and tired of constantly having 
their data mined  all the time everywhere they went. Our core ideology is that people should 
have control over when their data is collected and how it is used 
 
Today I’m looking for 5-10 participants to test Data Control Box a new personal product that 
empowers people to have better control over their data. 
 
Data Control Box Instructions: 
 

1) Think of a reason why you would want to control the data you produce. It could be 
because you want to boycott H&M advertising on your Facebook feed or perhaps you 
want to prevent your friend from sharing of embarrassing photos you they took of you 
when you went out for your birthday. 

2) Share your reason and some additional thoughts by tweeting it to the hashtag 
#DataControlBox using your phone or the phone I provided. Remember Twitter has a 
240 character limit no photos please, our developers are working on a way to handle 
the display of photos. 

3) Place your phone into the box for 1 hour. This will prevent you from creating data 
related to your selected reason for for 1 hour. 

4) After your 1 hour has passed remove your phone. I’ll ask you three follow up 
question. Tweet your answers to the #DataControlBox hashtag. 

5) Follow three up questions: 
a) What would a better Data Control Box look like? 
b) What features do you think are missing from Data Control Box. 
c) Where would you put a Data Control Box if you owned it? 
d) If you could use Data Control Box regularly what would be your daily ritual 

you would use? 
 
Other interaction notes: 

- The Tweets will be shared with everyone watching the hashtag, but will be used for 
insights with future designs. 

- It takes 1 minute for Databox to download and display all the new Tweets sent to 
Twitter so be patient. 

- There are three buttons you can use to control the display of the Tweets: 
- The large button Toggles between a 1 day and a 7 day view. 
- The other two buttons allow you to cycle back forth between the tweets so 

you can read them. 

Two Data Control Box units.

Data Control Box Protocol
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Results This section outlines the insights gained from the interactions with Data Control 

Box. These insights are derived from the qualitative research in the form of 

opportunistic photos and videos collected while participants interacted with my 

prototype.

Data Control Can Be Achieved Through A Physical 
Medium, A Digital Medium Or Combination Of Both

One of the first things that users of Data Control Box immediately discussed as 

further refinements of the was Data Control Box’s physical form. Some viewed 

the use of a physical box as a strong way of physically separating themselves 

from their mobile device enacting a form of physical control while others raised 

questions on the design even needed to be physical. Specifically two participants 

keenly observed that Data Control Box functioned the same way that airplane 

mode on a mobile device worked. Participants then weighed the pros and cons of 

having a physical vs digital form and came up with the following suggestions on 

how to change the experience of Data Control Box:

- Seeing a personal mobile device in a physical product like Data Control Box 

denotes it being “locked down” and has an associated mental model of my 

phone “is not creating data right now.” This is something airplane mode 

doesn’t achieve as strongly because you cannot see it through the interface 

when the phone is not on.
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- While testing during a school lectures one participants phone began vibrating 

when it received a call. This disrupted the class which was very awkward 

for the participant. This raises questions as to what form the control of Data 

should take, physical or digital in a classroom context.

- Despite being in Data Control Box a mobile phone is still technically capable 

of creating data. This created discussion relating to if Data Control Box should 

be a Faraday Cage where data is physically blocked from getting in and out. 

This can be extended further by making Data Control Box opaque thus cutting 

of visual observation of a mobile device. Unfortunately being fully cut off from 

data creation can be problematic in emergency situations. One user actually 

had to remove his phone from Data Control Box because he needed to create 

a Wifi hotspot during a power outage. More observation on how far being cut 

off from data creation can be stretched compared to how being cut off from 

data could detrimental in emergency situations needs to be explored further.

- Some level of custom control could be added to the interaction with Data 

Control Box to select which applications are or are not producing data. This 

is similar to the concept of phones with modes that allow for phone calls but 

no data based interactions. This needs to be explored further as the level of 

control could be as broad as disabling groups of apps or as granularly as 

defining what types of data during specific interactions are disabled.

These insights are just the tip of the iceberg on ways a physical or digital form 

could positively or negatively affect the control data. They serve as good starting 

points in further research through design.

Connectedness Through Technology Can Help Facilitate 
Discussion About Data 

The discussions about how the control of data are still in their infancy. Even the 

effects of the GDPR are unforeseen at this moment and could have unknown 

consequences. To help with this ongoing discussion it was outlined earlier that 

Data Control Box has a display that connects it to a Twitter feed that collections 

experiences and thoughts about the control of Data. The responses to the display 

we’re as follows:

One participant felt the messages reminded her to keep participating in the 

control of data and served as positive reinforcement.

Messages from Data Control Boxes’ hashtag. It was discovered during testing that some 
participants didn’t have Twitter so they we’re allowed to use my personal phone to tweet 
from the Data Control Box Account.
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Another participant mentioned that while viewing the tweets being displayed 

through Data Control Box that she felt concerned about how people still used 

platforms that knowingly exploited people for their data. This reiterated the 

concept of learned helplessness discussed earlier.

An interesting Twitter message from testing Data Control Box

The Act Of Controlling Data Has A Contextual Association 
Linked To Physical Space

One of the questions I asked was “Where does data control box live” to which ten 

people responded that Data Control Box living at home or on someone’s desk. 

There is also further exploration work to be done on discovering why data control 

is associated with certain spaces like the home or desk, especially considering 

that data creation happens almost all the time mobile phone is carried. 5 

participant responses also discussed how data control should be exercised as 

taking a break from data creation reiterating the concept of binary on or off. Again 

there is a more nuanced unexplored space of less data creation rather than a 

simple on or off selection. 

Participant watching the messages being displayed from Twitter
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Group Experience Of Data Control

One unique context I deployed Data Control Box in was during a group work 

session with one of the first year students in the Masters of Interaction Design 

program. When asked how they feel about using Data Control Box together I 

received the following feedback:

In a group setting they felt like it was a group or team building activity. I wonder if 

the same sentiment would stay true overtime, or during periods where the use of 

mobile devices was important to one individual and not the groups needs.

Another comment discussed forced use of Data Control Box for one hour might 

be okay but not for an entire day. This raises interesting questions about how 

context affects who has the power to control data through proxy artifacts such as 

how Data Control Box, and when, where and its use is justified.

Interesting group dynamics surfaced when Data Control Box was deployed in a 

group setting and revealed a deeper need for insights from the social psychology 

perspective on how data control affects groups scenario.

Testing Overtime:

There were two interesting occurrences that I spotted when participants 

interacted with Data Control Box for more than one hour. The first is that a 

physical device like Data Control Box blending into the landscape of where it was 

kept. This poses questions on what happens to it over time? Does it eventually 

become boring or irrelevant, worn down or destroyed?

Design students viewing Data Control Box’s display. Data Control Box with desk clutter
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The second observation came after Data Control Box was used over the course of 

a weekend from Thursday until Monday. I came back to discover that the display 

was covered with a post-it note. When I asked the participant he explained that  

the constant cycling of Tweets became annoying. Perhaps being always 

notified with the ongoing discussions about data can become tedious and 

distracting over time.

Technology Usage vs. Data creation

While many participants reflected on how Data Control Box disrupted negative 

habits they formed when using their mobile devices, not much discussion or 

reflection occurred on how those habits related to data creation. This further 

reinforces that many assemblages of technology are designed to hide their true 

design intention.

Long Term Effects On Children and Economic Value

There are a number of societal issues that need to be considered when 

discussing the control of data. A few participants raised examples of these issues:

- One participant mentioned how children would benefit from a device such as 

Data. He described “Phones as troublesome objects, if you give it to young 

kids as it opens many other doors that should not be opened.” Regarding 

what interacting with Data Control Box represented he also said “I wonder if 

that regulation could help children how to use their phone properly.”

- There are questions about how the creation of digital avatar is now happening 

at such an age that we can’t be sure if that is a good idea or not. One 

participant mentioned “It was interesting to think about how these kids are 

growing up giving all this data in creating these digital clones to themselves, 

which in turn you respond to by interacting with them creating this cycle.” 

While neither of these points is something that probing with Data Control Box 

proved definitively right or wrong, I believe that it’s deployment creates the 

opportunity for discussion through a tangible experience instead of simply 

debating hypothetically.

Data Control Box’s display covered
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Data Flows Across Assemblages Of Technology

Two participants made note that placing mobile device inside Data Control Box 

doesn’t prevent the creation of data because it can still be generated by other 

connected devices. This transference of data connected devices revealed that 

controlling data across assemblages of technology is very difficult to control or 

even track. Even through personal management of data production there are 

still many ways we can fall back into data creation. To truly create an experience 

where the control of data occurs, it would have to work across an entire 

ecosystem of devices and digital platforms.

Design Implications:

To further reiterate and streamline findings during the entirety of this project, I 

recommend the following eight design insights to consider when designing for 

data. These design insights are meant to summarize directions designers can 

continue exploring when dealing with this complex  and in turn will also reveal 

insights valuable in their own right:

1) The design for data control can be both physical and digital and each medium 

has it’s constraints and benefits.

2) Designers should enable ongoing discussion about the control of data, and 

create a historical record of those discussions for future reflection.

3) The control of data control should be as mobile or stationary as the technology 

that creates or collects it.

4) Social psychological affect how data control is perceived and occurs.

5) It would be ideal to have a design that doesn’t burden users with process of 

regularly maintaining and controlling their data at all times.

6) Designing for control of data requires designing for transparency in the control 

of data.

7) When dealing with complex societal issues that data poses, design can be 

used to create the opportunity for debate.

8) The control of data has to happen bottom up through some form of interface 

design, but simultaneously has to occur top down through the design of systems 

such as the GDPR.

Regardless of the insights gained through probing using Data Control Box, 

my three participants all felt that participating through this project them more 

information into how is collected and used out in the real world. It also helped 

them think further on strategies they could take to control data even without a 

prototype like Data Control Box. For me this was an important net positive as I 

was worried that the complexity of the subject would make it impossible to get 

viable results. Even something as simple as a positive personal reflection on a 

systemic issue like data is a step in the right direction to create changes in the 

future.
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Reflections Choosing Your Research Collection Tools Will Affect The 
Responses You Get

My justification for using Twitter to facilitate co-located discussions during 

interactions with Data Control Box came primarily out of necessity as the 

Twitter4js library was the easiest and fastest way to provide the connected 

experience to users. It was a library I could familiarize myself and implement into 

processing’s program with little or no unknown problems and accelerated my 

arrival at a final working prototype. This choice did however restrict the size of the 

comments and medium in which comments could be given. There are benefits 

and constraints that are apparent now after the research was completed that 

should have considered prior to making the decision to use Twitter.

Engaging In Complexity

I selected data as my topic intentionally trying to challenge myself to engage 

in a complex subject with serious societal consequences. Since there are 

numerous positive and negative aspects of data, many of which are intertwined 

and interconnected with each other it makes it very difficult grasp how the larger 

system works. One could even go as far as to say that the positives of data 

cannot exist without the negatives of data. For this reason this project doesn’t 

focus on proposing a specific solution, form factor or product that will resolve 

all of the problems with data. Instead it views interactions with objects like Data 
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Control Box as an opportunity to gain insight into how the larger system work 

and begin trying to find opportunities to manage the positives with the negatives. 

Using a specific example my choice for using a physical form factor for Data 

Control Box while having benefits on controlling data through a physical medium, 

if enough of the units were deployed it could give the unintentional feeling of 

dystopian data surveillance which would be an unintended consequence. One 

could counterbalance this feeling by engaging in aesthetic design of the physical 

object by giving it a non totalitarian look, but this in turn raises questions into 

whether or not giving it this look is simply camouflaging it’s actual purpose. Thus 

even physical design decisions can be connected systemically to high level issues 

or vice versa. Helping to define a process for dealing with this messy complexity 

is what my project scratches the surface of and while there is still much work that 

remains incomplete due to time constraints, the insights gained from this project 

could be used to develop a PHD where more time can be allotted to dig deeper 

and explore more thoroughly in search of actual conclusions. This justifies the 

work as a great start to a complex topic that affects us all.

In summary complexity is something that designers can work with. At the start of 

this project design for data appeared to be a complex and daunting subject, but 

in reflection even the smallest design decisions can have an affect on how people 

think, which in turn will leads to unraveling that complexity one insight at a time.

This Project Uses Critical Design Thinking With Human 
Centered Design Execution

This project aims at creating discussion about the various problems with data 

rather than developing a specific solution for the problems with data. Thus this 

project is similar to design for debate, critical design, speculative design and 

design fiction. To simplify further reflection I will use the term critical design to 

encompass all these designs for simplicity.

While I am no expert in any of the fields I previously mentioned, much of my work 

nods to the directions those types of design pursuit without intentionally following 

the structure their practitioners would use to define them. In a way I found my own 

path through this project with guidance from my tutors on the best next steps. 

While this made the project substantially more difficult to navigate from a planning 

perspective it forced me to think critically about my design decisions and I often 

found myself thinking about the consequences that those decisions would have 

on the final outcome. Sometimes this ended in failure, other times this ended 

in success. Regardless this critical reflection on practice pushed me to think 

about the different factors you can control in the design process and what the 

long standing outcome of those decisions might be. This is an essential part of 

experiential prototyping and is a harrowing experience to undertake as a designer 

that previously focused on primarily digital product design.

While utilizing a critical design inspired approach for the project it’s also important 

to mention that the actual execution and deployment of Data Control Box was 

the result of human centered design. I began with research to build inspiration on 

directions I could take with designing for data, developed a handful of prototypes 

and activities which represent the ideation phase and then reflected and refined 

the implementation of prototypes based on insights from the two previous 

phases. Perhaps I used human centered design for execution because of how I 

was trained to think about design during formative years as a designer but I argue 

that there is nothing wrong with using human centered design while attempting a 

work that is motivated by critical design.
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The Consequences Of Data Are Ongoing, Therefore Design 
Needs To Be Ongoing

Since data and the control of data will be constantly changing in the future the 

design for data should be an ongoing discussion and endeavor. By constantly 

reflecting on this it will help designers consider how a design will affect the future.

Design Is Out In The Messy Complex World

While usability testing is a strong design technique for confirming whether or not 

design is considered successful or not, the controlled laboratory setting leaves no 

opportunity for the spontaneous real world interactions. The same thing can be 

said for a concept video which are often motivated by depicting and ideal series 

interactions. I believe that this project shows that design work done in the wild 

creates opportunity for unforeseen failures but also unforeseen opportunities that 

would not be achievable in a lab setting or concept video. Naturally this thinking 

doesn’t apply to mission critical systems which should obviously be rigorously 

tested before deployment in the real world, but even in those scenarios a design 

must still be taken into the wild to see if it’s bulletproof to the inherent exploratory 

nature of human interaction.

Know When To Move From Sketch To Prototype

As I previously discussed, Data Box /01 bordered on complete failure after not 

generating any usable results from it’s deployment. I had initially conceived 

that Data Box /01 felt more like an art installation then a completed prototype 

representing a product. After some design soul searching and rediscovering 

the writings of Bill Buxton’s on sketching user experiences I realized that my 

failure came from forgetting that sketches are a quick and dirty way to elicit 

feedback but are not strong enough to give the impression of a fully fleshed out 

execution such as a prototype. Data Box /01 was clearly more of a sketch, then 

a prototype of a product that people could see themselves using in a real world 

context. Put another way design is about making “things” for people to use not 

representations of ideas.. Once I select a design direction developing a prototype 

in higher fidelity became significantly easier. I was then able to begin crafting each 

detail of the experience such as the physical materials, the deployment context, 

the timing and the protocol which allowed me to elicit feedback from participants 

in a constructive fashion. If I had to do the project again I would have selected 

my direction earlier which would have allowed me to spend more time crafting 

the experience in further detail which I felt would have lead to even deeper 

explorations of some of the insights I discussed. 

Final Thoughts

The results of this project came surprisingly far after jumping into the deep end of 

designing for data. With no previous experience in dealing design for complexity 

the process I created for myself will be of great benefit when dealing with other 

projects of this nature. Those who I involved in the project also benefited from 

the experience and learned a great deal about the complexity of data so I feel 

the project was also a success from an educational standpoint. I also hope the 

summary of this project can be used by other designers interested in engaging in 

design for complexity through a human centered methodology.
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